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Short Historical Dictionary on Urban Hydrology and Drainage



HYGIA (Hygie) ~ 500 BC Greek goddess of health, daughter of Aesculapius, Greek god of Medicine. She is frequently represented accompanying her father and watering his snake. Hygia protected the health of men. This is the reason why Hygia is mentioned in the famous Oath of Hippocrates that starts with these words: “I swear by Apollo the physician, and Aesculapius, and Hygia, and Panacea, and all the gods and goddesses, that, according to my ability and judgment, I will keep this Oath and this stipulation…”.



Figure 1 : left : Hygia and her father Aesculapius (from www.geocities.com/Athens/Troy/8946/images/Esculape1.jpg ) middle : Hygia watering the snake (from www.hsa.brown.edu/~maicar/, photo Maicar Förlag - GML) right : statue of Hygia, Gallo-roman museum of Saint Romain en Gal Isère, France (photo JLBK)



She appeared as an independent goddess around 500 BC. In Athens, her religious centre was located on the south slopes of the Acropolis. In the Roman mythology, she was also named Salus or Valetudo. In Rome, she had a temple at the Quirinal, close to the Salutaris hill. Her name day was on the 8th of August. In Paris (France), Pierre Beauvallet sculptured in 1806 a monumental fountain which represents Hygie taking care of the God Mars. Located in Saint-Dominique Street (7th District), this fountain is (unfortunately) named Fountain of Mars… Protection of human health is also the objective of the hygienists, who appeared in the European countries in the middle of the 19th Century and promoted the development of drinking water networks and sewer systems.
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Short Historical Dictionary on Urban Hydrology and Drainage. Â© Jean-Luc Bertrand-Krajewski - 02/2005. 1. SALUS. See HYGIA.
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great capital of the kingdom of Ugarit, with fortifications, a Royal Palace, temples, houses and ... Not only famous as the place where the ... a mythological water cycle was associated to Baal*, the god of rainfall and storm (Calvet, 1989, 2001).
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economic organisation, and is very famous for its political philosophy: the ... from Chanakya, can not be considered as fully written by Chanakya due to many.
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Short Historical Dictionary on Urban Hydrology and Drainage. Â© Jean-Luc Bertrand-Krajewski - 08/2006. 1. BOUQRAS. Discovered by W.J. van Liere in the ...
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trenches, or, the most frequent case, into a street gutter (Ludwig, 1977) or a pipe. Figure 1 : Typical wastewater pipes observed in South Habuba Kebira.
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Jun 22, 1977 - the formula proposed by the engineer Albert Caquot* to calculate ... Caquot (1941) (see Caquot* for more detail) based his formula on a volume balance ... Compared to the initial equation given by Caquot (1941), the above ...
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ENTREMONT. Entremont, the capital of the Salyan military confederation, was a pre-Christian city located on a 3.5 ha oppidum in the South-East of France, 3 km ...
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TARADEAU. Taradeau is a village located in the South-East of France, where the ruins of a 1 ha oppidum are still clearly visible. Archaeological excavations ...
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in urban hydrology and urban water systems. ..... One assumes that the city has no wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) and that all wastewater is discharged into.
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involving the solution of a quadratic equation, without specifying which root is to be taken). NOTE 2 This Supplement does not consider the case where a prior ...
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castle, FranÃ§ois I promulgated the order requiring to use French instead of Latin in all official documents and activities related to administration, justice, civil ...
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published in 1842, with a lot of activities in flood control and drainage for which he had .... related to any theory of hydraulics. .... More information about the Manning formula, its context and its evolution may be .... History of Manning's formu
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modified rational formula* to calculate the surface runoff to be evacuated in sewers accounting ... Figure 4 : Volume balance equation (Caquot, 1941, p. 511, with ...
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In 1540, Bellarmato met for the first time the French king François I* who founded the city of Le Havre in 1517. He proposed him to create in Le Havre a new city, ...
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Test of a hypothesis or of a theory, experimental or laboratory measurements to ... answer or not your above scientific questions, how they may validate or not ...
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... WEMS - Water and Environmental Management Series, November 2004, 155-157. ... facilitating and managing answers from the audience and answers from the ... may be suggested between the papers, and to prepare some questions for ... room and check t
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This occurs frequently, as new results have been obtained by the authors between the time they wrote the paper for the conference proceedings and the time of.
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of urban receiving waters, with a particular attention devoted to rivers. This choice is ...... Discharges from wastewater treatment plants are continuous and ...
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This occurs frequently, as new results have been obtained by the authors between the time they wrote the paper for the conference proceedings and the time of ...
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This paper simply presents the basic equations of the models, but not their detailed working or comparative simulation results (see paragraph 8). Nevertheless ...
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created to be read from short distance in newspapers and books, not for long distance in conference ... It is a scientific presentation, not an advertising show.
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